XENON EVO
A new chair with a different philosophy in the
wide range of EUROCLINIC fully motorized
chairs.
XENON EVO is indeed characterized by a
Telescopic Column granting a vertical lifting
with a wider excursion between the minimum
and maximum position, making the chair the
best choice for examination both on adults and
on children patients, always ensuring an easy
access to patients.
The maximum stability is always granted
thanks to the 360° rotation (manual) at the
base level, lockable/unlockable through a
dedicated button on the foot pedal that,
activating an Electronic Signal, grants an easy
and quick rotation, avoiding interruption during
the normal working procedures of the Doctors.
Pre settled backrest position at +3° to
facilitate ENT examination.
Control of all motorized chair’s movements
by foot-control (wireless optional) or, if
combined to an Euroclinic treatment unit,
in wireless remote control from unit’s touch
screen.
Upholstered single leg–rest, provided with
folded foot-rest with reduced dimensions
(14 cm) and equipped with “over-load” safety
system.
All the desired positions can be quickly reached
thanks to a multi-functional foot control with
possibility to set 3 memories (at customer’s
choice) along with M0 button to recall entry/
exit position.
Xenon Evo is available in many different colors.
Articulated head-rest mechanism to adjust
head support in all dimensions (vertical and
inclination) for a perfect adaptability to the
patient’s morphology.
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Company Profile
Medi-Care Solutions, built on the aspirations of ISAF Group, consisting in several autonomous
corporate structures, mainly specialized in the processing of metal sheets, it is the culmination of
years of work and it represents a new beginning in the medical world.
Medi-Care Solutions, through more than 35 consolidated worldwide dealers, offers a wide range
of medical products branded EUROCLINIC® for ENT, PODIATRY and GYNECOLOGY outpatient
rooms.
Focusing on Research & Development EUROCLINIC® brand is enhanced, never forgetting the
commitment to provide customers with the best medical solutions also according to each specific
market/territory features for the best relief of physicians and patients.
The relatively short production cycle, if compared to the products complexity, is organized
according to advanced assembling and testing procedures, that being in compliance to CE, ISO
and FDA certifications in force grant excellent results in terms of quality and reliability standards.
Moreover, the alarming spread of infectious deases and growing sensivity of population all over the
world, have highlightened the attention for hygiene and sterilization problems.
Medi-Care Solutions, along with its wide range of medical products, EUROCLINIC® branded,
for ENT, PODIATRY and Multispecialistic chairs, has also introduced its new Sterilization line under
STERIX brand.
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